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The Community Coordinated l\lodeling Center (CCMC) is a US multi-agency activity with a 
dual mission. With equal emphasis, CCMC strives to provide science support to the interna-
tional space research community through the execution of advanced space plasma simulations, 
and it endeavors to support the space weather needs of the CS and partners. Space weather 
support involves a broad spectrum, from designing robust forecasting systems and transitioning 
them to forecasters, to providing space weather updates and forecasts to NASA's robotic mis-
sion operators. All of these activities have to rely on validation and verification of models and 
their products, so users and forecasters have the means to assign confidence levels to the space 
weather information. In this presentation, we provide an overview of space weather models 
resident at CCMC, as well as of validation and verification activities undertaken at CCMC or 
through the use of CCMC services. 
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